3	MACHINE DESIGN.
communicating an irregular rotary motion to a through the slider 6. a is extended past ad (the part extended being in another parallel plane), and moves a slider / through the medium of a link e. This is called the " Whitworth quick-return mechanism." The point be, at which c communicates motion to a, moves along a, and hence the radius (measured from ad) of the point at which a receives a constant linear velocity varies, and the angular velocity of a must vary inversely. Hence the angular velocity of a is a maximum when the radius is a minimum, i.e., when a and c are vertical downward; and the angular velocity of a is minimum when the radius is a maximum, i.e., when a and c are vertical upward.
31. Problem.—To design a Whitworth Quick Return for a
given ratio,
mean VI of / forward mean VI of / returning"
When the center of the crank-pin, C, reaches A, the point D will coincide with B, the link c will occupy the angular position cd-B, and the slider / will be at its extreme position toward the left.
When the point C reaches F, the point D will coincide with E, the link c will occupy the angular position cd~E, and the slider / will be at its extreme position toward the right.
Obviously, while the link c moves over from the position cd-E to the position cd-B, the slider / will complete its forward stroke, i.e., from right to left. While c moves under from cd-B to cd-E, f will complete the return stroke, i.e., from left to right. The link c moves with a uniform angular velocity, and hence the mean velocity of / forward is inversely proportional to the "angle ft (because the time consumed for the stroke is proportional to the angle moved through by the crank c), and the mean velocity of / returning is inversely proportional to a. Or
mean VI of / forward    a mean VI of / returning"/?"

